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We stock a large range of rollers for every purpose. For painting very 
large areas we stock sleeves up to 18” wide. For texturing, foam rollers 
can be cut away to add depth and interest to your work. To paint rough 
or textured surfaces choose a long-pile roller such as the Purdy Pro-
Extra Colossus with a massive 1” nap! For gloss and varnish work you 
need to choose a short-pile roller with minimum fibre loss such as 
the Hamilton Perfection 14” or the Purdy White Dove, or why not try 
the Jenny Foam Roller System [page 73] used by professional yacht 
painters. 

Purdy Adjustable 
Frame 12-18”
This handsome-looking 
lightweight frame uses 
the yellow cam latches to 
fix the arm at the desired 
extension. It feels very 
secure but you will 

probably have to tighten the adjustment screws over time. There are 
measurements marked inside the frame for convenience. It is angled 
to get really close to corners and skirting. Universally threaded for 
any pole but why not use with the Purdy extension poles on page 79?

Purdy Adjustable Frame      code    list price
305 – 457 mm [12” –18”]   PBR140753018 £19.20 £17.28

Double Arm 
Roller Frame 
These roller frames need 
an extension pole as they 
have no handle. They are 
ideal for photographic 
coves and painting very 

large floor areas. The adjustable frame will take 12”, 15” and [our 
largest] 18” sleeves. 
Internal handle diameter of all the broomstick handles is 24 mm.

Double Arm Frame fits          code   price
roller width  handle type   fitting method
12”   15⁄16” broomstick  via split pin   PBR510  £8.38
12”   screw type    screw in spigot  PBR1364  £10.44
15”   15⁄16” broomstick  via split pin   PBR580  £10.70
15”   screw type    screw in spigot  PBRDFL15 £12.91
12”– 18”  15⁄16” broomstick  by closing frame  PBRVARFR £14.21
Broomstick 4 ft x 15⁄16”  [1.2 m x 23 mm]     SAFW611  £1.56

S l e e v e s  f o r 
D o u b l e  A r m 
Frames These roller 
sleeves are designed 
to be used with Double 
Arm Roller Frames [listed 

above     ]. The 15” medium-pile sleeve is one of our biggest sellers 
and is perfect for rolling over most stage floors.

Roller sleeves material  nap pile  code  price 5+
12”   polyester medium [1⁄2”] PBR3515  £5.12 £4.62
15”   polyester medium [1⁄2”] PBR3521  £5.98 £5.13
18”   nylon    medium [1⁄2”] PBRNYBS18 £7.70 
12”   polyester long [3⁄4”]  PBR3516  £5.12 £4.62
15”   polyester long [3⁄4”]  PBR3522  £5.98 £5.13

9” Roller and Tray Set plus 
extra sleeve This is a really good 
quality roller and tray set which is hugely 
popular. The comfortable wooden handle 
has a standard screw thread to take 
extension poles for rolling floors. Consists 

of a 9 x 13⁄4” birdcage roller, two tiger medium-pile rollers and a deep-
capacity strong tray. Great quality and value.

9 x 13/4” Professional Roller Kit     code   price
           PBRMA28062 £8.95

Economy Birdcage Frames  
Two very serviceable birdcage roller frames 
with a hollow plastic handle to take an 
extension pole with a cone spigot, or a 
15⁄16” [23 mm] Ø broom handle [page 349]. 
Tough 8 mm Ø bar frame. Excellent value. 
For screw-fit frames see below       .

Economy Range Frame        code    price
7” x 13⁄4”           PBR4018    £2.81
9” x 13⁄4”          PBR4034    £3.96

Economy Roller Sleeves 
Economically-priced roller sleeves so you 
don’t have to go completely berserk when 
your staff leave them to go rock hard. 

Suitable for all water-based paints. Fits 13/4“ diameter birdcage frames.

Sleeve width nap pile  type  code  price 5+
 9”  1⁄4”   smooth  PBR54026 £3.15 £2.52
 7”  1⁄2”   medium  PBR54021 £2.82 £2.26
 9”  1⁄2”   medium  PBR54027 £3.47 £2.77
 7”  3⁄4”   long   PBR54014 £3.36 £2.49
 9”  3⁄4”   long   PBR54015 £3.50 £2.82
 9”  3⁄4”   sheepskin PBR53513 £9.15 £8.23

All of the equipment listed above is perfectly suited to the majority 
of tasks encountered on stage. However, if you are working with 
high-gloss finishes such as enamels or varnish you will need a very 
well-made roller sleeve which will minimise fibre loss. Our Premium 
Roller range has been chosen to reduce fibre loss to a minimum and to 
provide a product that will last whilst performing arduous and frequent 
tasks. Roller sleeves should be cleaned prior to use. For zero fibre loss 
have a look at the Jenny Foam Roller System [page 73].

Hamilton Perfection Cage 
Frame A strong 5-wire cage frame with 
a coated wooden handle for extra durability 
and comfort. For use with screw-fit 
extension poles for secure locking. This is 
an excellent quality roller frame at a good 
price. For hollow handle frames which use 
broomsticks see above    . 

9” Hamilton Cage Frame       code    price
9” x 13/4”          PBR12341009   £6.60







FOR THE LARGE STAGE OR STUDIO

ECONOMY FRAMES & SLEEVES FOR GENERAL USE

9” x 13⁄4” PREMIUM FRAME

PREMIUM ROLLERS

15” double arm frame 
with a split pin for use 

with a broomstick.
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Hamilton Perfection 
Short Pile  High density 
microfibre fabric for excellent 
paint pick-up, coverage and flat 
finish. Suitable for water- and oil-
based paints on smooth surfaces. 
See also the Jenny Foam Roller 
System [page 73].

Hamilton Perfection Sleeve   code      price 6+
Equivalent 1⁄4” nap    PBR14214009    £5.13 £4.17

Purdy White Dove 3⁄8” 
Deluxe Dralon 3⁄8” pile fabric 
bonded to a polypropylene core. 
Ideal for smooth or medium 
textured surfaces. All paint types.

Purdy White Dove Sleeve    code      price 6+
3⁄8” nap        PBR140671092   £5.45 £4.35

Purdy White    Dove 1⁄2” 
Deluxe Dralon 1⁄2” pile fabric 
bonded to a polypropylene core. 
Ideal for water-based paints on 
medium textured surfaces. 

Purdy White Dove Sleeve    code      price 6+
1⁄2” nap       PBR140671093   £5.82 £4.67

Purdy  P ro -Ex t ra 
Colossus 1” Professional 
grade sleeves with a remarkably 
long 1” nylon nap for heavily 
textured surfaces and high paint-
holding. Water-based paints.

Purdy Pro-Extra Colossus Sleeve  code      price per 6+
1” nap       PBR665095A    £7.19 £5.76

Budget Foam Roller 
These rollers are cheap enough to 
throw away after each job. They 
can also be cut into and torn away 
to add texture and depth to flat 
painted areas.

Budget Foam Roller      code        price
7” roller with handle   PBR531       £2.42
7” foam roller and tray   PBR529       £3.55

2” Roller Frame and Sleeve  
A tough little roller frame. The foam sleeve 
can easily be carved into and used for 

stripey effects. They can be used for line marking or 
rolling small areas or boards.

 2” Roller Frame and Sleeve     code price 
Frame each        PBR2320  £1.18
Foam sleeve pack of 20     PBR2321  £12.30

4” Roller and Tray Set 
A choice of either a set with five 
medium density foam sleeves, 
ideal for texture effects; or a set 
with 2 microfibre sleeves. Both 
sets come complete with a short 
frame and tray.

4” Roller and Tray Set          code   price
5 x 4” foam sleeves, frame and tray    PBRRKIT5   £3.81
2 x 4” microfibre sleeves, frame and tray   PBRMKIT2   £4.54

Short Arm 4” Frame A top quality 
short arm frame with a very comfortable soft grip. 
Suitable for use with screw-fit extension poles for 
secure working. 
Short arm frame    code   price
4” Short arm frame   PBR24312004  £2.46

Radiator Roller 4” Frame The long arm 
and the possibility of using narrow diameter sleeves 
allows the radiator roller to access awkward spaces. 
They are very popular for painting steel tube 
fabrications. Scenic artists cut away the foam to 
create special effects. 
Radiator Roller Frame  code   price
4” Long arm frame   PBR524   £2.26

See also the 4” Easy Coater Frame    .

Superfine Foam For use with 
lacquers, primers, gloss paints and acrylic 
paints. Foam rollers have zero fibre loss. 
The foam can be cut away for scenic 
effects. Very popular.
Wool Velour For primers, oil paints 
and all varnishes on smooth surfaces.
Medium Pile 1⁄2” nylon nap ideal for 
use with water-based paints [also suitable 
for oil-based paints] on slightly textured 
surfaces.
Long Pile Hard-wearing nylon fabric for 
excellent paint pick-up, coverage and even 
finish. Bearing system prevents skidding. 
Ideal for use on rougher surfaces.
Stipple Texture Coarse grained 
polyester foam for applying texture.

4” Roller Sleeves    pack size    code   per pack
Superfine Foam    10       PBR525F   £7.11
Wool Velour     10       PBR526   £9.50
Medium Pile [nylon] 10       PBR525   £9.07
Long Pile [nylon]  5       PBR14218301  £14.50
Stipple Texture    10       PBR2690   £8.28

9” x 13⁄4” PREMIUM SLEEVES 4” ROLLERS

4” SLEEVES

2” ROLLERS

7” BUDGET FOAM ROLLERS

For zero fibre loss why not try the 
Jenny Foam Roller System [page 73].
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Easy Coater Headlock Roller Frames This clever 
system allows the user to lock the roller sleeve onto the frame. 
Comfortable ergonomic handle, but only in a 11/2” Ø core (UK standard 
is 1 3/4” Ø core), so currently only suitable for use with the Jenny Rollers. 

Easy Coater Frame         code   price
4”              PBR42402 £2.80
9”              PBR42403 £4.21

Corner Roller A foam roller that gets at the 
bits that other rollers normally miss. Also useful for 
scenic effects.
Corner Roller      code   price

           PBR591N £2.98

Seam Roller 35 mm diameter x 38 mm wide 
wooden roller with a soft grip handle for rolling down 
seams and applying pressure to bonding tapes etc.
Seam Roller       code   price
           PBR810 £4.51

Roller Trays and Scuttles A comprehensive selection of 
trays for every task. Now including the eco-friendly double award-
winning cardboard roller tray which you can re-use without washing 
out. It is made entirely from recycled materials. The Purdy Dual Roll 
Off Bucket now has an optional lid and liners (not shown)

Roller Tray & Scuttles         code    price
4”  Economy Plastic Tray     PBR1383    £1.25
9”  Economy Plastic Tray     PBR1386    £3.12
9”  Cardboard Eco Union Tray   PROECPT110   £2.25
12” Plastic Tray        PBR73702   £6.38
13”  Metal Tray        PBR515    £7.90
17”  Plastic Roller Tray for 15” Rollers PBR2066    £9.32
18”  Purdy Dual Roll Off Bucket   PBR796018   £29.13
 Purdy Dual Roll Off Bucket Lid  PBR146018   £6.20
 Purdy Dual Roll Off Bucket Liners PBR140700   £16.20
18” Purdy Dual Roll Off Paint Tray  PBR14T903000   £12.85
25 L  Plastic scuttle for 15” Rollers  PBR2060   £10.04

Purdy Power Lock Extension 
Poles Purdy are always improving 
their extension poles. Now they’ve 
replaced the metal claw and ratchet 

with a simple and secure locking mechanism that gives you a custom 
length adjustment. They still have the spigot thread but have added 
a quick connect spring lock which means they work with any frame. 
A lighter more balanced design for less arm fatigue. The same strong 
fibreglass pole reduces “whip” but the aluminium extension is now 
faceted. They’ve improved the grip and made the handle longer and 
grooved for a non-slip effect. I hope you’re not in the habit of bashing 
into walls but if you are the poles have a new shock absorbing base. 
We supply a cone spigot for hollow roller handles. 

Purdy Power Lock Extension Pole    weight  code   price
0.6 – 1.2 m approx  2 – 4 ft    700 g   PBR5624K £23.00
1.2 – 2.4 m approx  4 – 8 ft    1.1 kg   PBR5648K £31.05
1.8 – 3.6 m approx  6 – 12 ft    1.5 kg   PBR5661K £38.99

The cone spigot fits hollow handles. The 
poles above are supplied complete with 
the cone spigot.

Spare Cone Spigot            code   price
              PBRP003 £1.59

Purdy Poles as Clearing Sticks Purdy poles can act as 
useful clearing sticks by ordering this special threaded hook. Flints 
bolt these hooks to the poles. Always secure a lanyard to the extension 
when working at height. Choose your pole from the section above and 
add the code below to your order.

Purdy Power Lock Poles          code   price
Fitting of a threaded hook to any of poles above    PBRCSP  £15.00

Economical Telescopic Extension Pole PVC-coated 
red poles suitable for smaller jobs rather than full-time professional 
applications. Fits ”push in“ and ”screw-in“ roller frames.

Economical Telescopic Extension Pole      code   price
4 ft extended            PBR521  £4.34
6 ft extended            PBR522  £5.32
10 ft extended            PBR523  £7.20

Plain Wooden Pole This 1.2 m long pole measures 15⁄16” [23 
mm] in diameter and fits snugly into the roller frames that we list.

Plain Wooden Pole            code   price
              SAFW611  £1.56

Coral Brush Extender 
Basically a fancy clamp to connect 
your brush or tool to a pole. Added 
benefit that it can fixed at an angle!

Coral Brush & Tool Extender         code   price
              PBR50300 £5.60

EXTENSION POLES
SPECIALITY ROLLERS AND FRAMES

New secure locking 
mechanism



9” Cardboard Ezee Tray9” Economy Plastic Tray

12” Plastic Tray

25 L Scuttle

13” Metal Tray

Purdy Dual Roll Off Bucket

4” Economy Plastic Tray

17” Plastic Tray

ROLLER TRAYS
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Remove the body 
from the roller and 

insert into the sleeve

Insert the spoke 
into the centre 

of the body

Align the locking 
mechanism with 

the clips to secure










